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Alexander Dean and Aleyn Burtis to Present Fantasy at 
Little Theatre July 25 and 26. “The Blue Bird” Was 
First Presented at the Moscow Theatre; Ran for Two 
Years in New York.
JOHN HOPPER
Maurice Maeterlinck's “The Blue 
Bird" has been chosen as the second 
play of the summer session to be pre­
sented a t the Little Theatre Wednes­
day and Thursday, July 25 and 26, un­
der the direction -of Alexander Dean.
Rehearsals have been going on for 
the past two weeks and the cast with 
the exception of a few .children has 
been selected:
Tytyl .. ......Charles Alderson
...............Lillian Bell
Fairy I
....Martha Bose McKenzie
Mummy Tyl ___ __Lillian Comar
Gaffer Tyl... ...... Marvin Belangle
Granny Tyl ......Jennie Houghton
..............Mary Detter
Tylo ... ........ Delos Thornton
Tylette ......... Arnold Gillette
Fire ... ...Katherine Fleming
Water ............Callie Allison
Pig .... ____ Myron Soelberg
Horse . .... ...Lowndes Maury
Sheep .....Charles Bergland
O ak__
Beech... ....... Dorothy Haegg
Cyprus ____ Gordon Bunney
Willow .........Bobert Tiernan
Ivy .... Annahelle McKenzie
Fairy’s Daughter.......Peggy Dixon
Little Blue Children — Virginia 
Cooney, Peggy Dixon, Allison 
Merriam, Lucy Clapp, Prudence 
Clapp, Paul Clapp, Katherine 
Brown, Virginia Brown, Dolores 
Balias, Patricia Freeman, Cur­
tiss McKenzie.
Stars, Perfumes and Will o’ the 
Wisp—Virginia Cooney, May- 
belle Wlllazd, Mary Jo Dixon, 
Nan Walsh, Irma Jane Robert­
son, Pat Fleming.
“The Blue Bird” was first present­
ed at the Moscow Art Theatre and 
was designed by Gordon Craig. Its 
first reception met with great success 
and it was later presented in London 
where it again created much favor­
able comment. In the United States 
“The Blue Bird” ran for two years in 
New York and was taken on tour for 
another two years. The original cast 
included such stars as Edith Wind 
Matthlson, Buford Hampden and Wil­
liam Williams.
This is the third fantasy to be^pro- 
duced on the Montana campus. All 
have been done by Alexander Dean. 
The first was "The Piper” given in 
1921, and “Chantecler” was presented 
during the summer session of 1927.
An unusual feature connected with 
this play is the fact that some of the 
action will take place right in the au­
ditorium as well as on the stage. Un­
usual lighting effects and scenery are 
being planned by Aleyn Burtis who 
will handle the production work.
The numerous costumes necessary 
are being designed by Marie Bell and 
executed by the classes in stagecraft 
and play production. Mr. Burtis has 
announced that a production staff will 
be selected later this week.
Music for the dancers will be fur­
nished by John Hopper, visiting pro­
fessor of music. The dancers are un­
der the direction of Katherine Flem­
ing.
“The Blue Bird” is not only of great 
Interest to grown people, but is es­
pecially appealing to children and it 
is Mr. Dean's intention to arrange for 
a special admission fee for youngsters. 
The purpose of the play is to repre­
sent in types and figures, man’s search 
for the highest things, not only of life, 
but of the spirit; in one sense, man's 
search for happiness. In an explana­
tory note which was originally printed 
on the Haymarket Theatre program, 
the director said: “The Blue Bird, 
inhabitant of the pays bleau, the fab­
ulous blue country of our dreams, is 
an ancient symbol in the folk lore of 
Lorraine, stands for happiness.”
Mr. John Hopper is the visiting 
instructor in the School of Music 
at the University this summer. He 
is serving as instructor in piano, 
and is not only a competent teach­
er, but is himself a  talented player. 
His work has gained him mention 
in the prominent musical publica­
tions, and he has played on the 
concert stage with artists such as 
Theodore Spiering, Clara Dux, and 
Cornelius Van Vliet. The New 
York Musical Courier describes 
him as the “possessor of a  brilliant 
technique, but more than that he is 
endowed with the ability to use it 
for the attainment of beautiful in­
terpretations rather than mere 
skillful pianistic display," and as 
having “that psychic sense which 
is behind all technic if it is to be 
anything more than physical pyro­
technics.”
Mr. Hopper graduated from the 
Cornish school of Seattle, and 
studied for some time after his 
graduation ot the Peabody Insti­
tute in Baltimore, Md. There he 
was student with Calvin Brainerd 
Cady, E. Robert Schmitz, and Alex­
ander Sklarewski. After com­
pleting his work at the Peabody ■ 
Institute he studied in Europe, 
from 1925 to 1926. During part j 
of this time he attended the Mat- 
tay School of Pianoforte in Lon­
don.
Mr. Hopper is remaining with 
the University for only the first 
six weeks of the summer session, 
which ends July 27. He is taki- 
ing the place of Max Daehler, 
who is in Europe this summer.
DR. N. JlEN N tS ’ BOOK ON | 
M O T H S  IN USE
■ Mrs. F. Harter, representing Laid- 
law Brothers, publishers, with offices 
in Chicago, who has been in Missdula 
for the past week in the interest of 
her company, states that among the 
larger cities which have adopted Dr. 
N. J. Lennes’ supplementary work ma­
terial in mathematics for the grades 
are Chicago, Minneapolis and Phila­
delphia.
Chicago alone has ordered more 
than 200,000 copies of this supple­
mentary tex t Last year the company 
sold more than 800,000 copies and it 
is expected that this year more than 
a million and a half will be sold.
Mrs. Harter, who left for Dillon 
Tuesday, covers Colorado, Wyoming 
and Montana. She states that a num­
ber of towns in this territory have 
also adopted these texts, especially in 
Wyoming, where 30 towns have been 
using them. Dr. Lennes is chairman 
of the department of mathematics.
J I S f f l l W M  
I VISIT KOOTENAI DISTRICT
J. W. Severy, assistant professor of 
botany, in company with Glen Smith, 
assistant district forester, who is in 
charge of grazing for district No. 1, 
made a trip last week to the Kootenai 
National Forest to discover the reason 
tor the loss of grazing stock in that 
region.
Mr. Severy states that the loss of 
sheep which was causing the trouble 
ig evidently due to lupine poisoning. 
He says that lupine, like any other 
legume, has a disastrous effect on 
sheep that are in a partially starved 
condition, in spite of the common be­
lief that lupine is only poisonous after 
the pods are formed.
The band in which the losses have 
been most felt have just been shipped 
in from Washington and were turned 
out to graze a t once on a  lupine in-
RHODES CANDIDATES
s e n s e
S M P . C L 1
Little Interest Is Shown in 
Appointments to Oxford 
University.
Professor W. I*. Clark, who is han­
dling the Rhodes scholarship nomina­
tions this year, says that there is a 
dearth of candidates for Montana 
scholarships. Candidates will be ap­
pointed this fall to enter Oxford uni­
versity in the fall of 1920. Qualifica­
tions for candidates are as follows:
The candidate must have finished 
his sophomore year in college, must be 
between the ages of 19 and 25, must be 
unmarried, an American .citizen and a 
citizen of the state in which he makes 
his application, or a student in that 
state. He must be healthy, interested 
in sports and outdoor life, and show by 
his scholastic record that he has in­
tellectual interest and ability. He must 
I show promise of leadership by his char­
acter and social ability.
The Rhodes scholarship is attractive 
in that it offers a remuneration of 400 
pounds a year for a period of three 
years, which, approximately, pays the 
expenses of the student. Also, one is 
afforded opportunity for travel in 
Europe, as there are six months of the 
year when the student is not in resi­
dence at .Oxford.
Oxford should be particularly at­
tractive for those who intend to go into 
journalism, law, history, economics, 
languages or diplomatic service.
Former Instructor Visiting 
Father; Has Published 
Text Books.
Word has been received from Sidney 
Cox, former instructor in the English 
department. Mr. Cox, who is a t pres­
ent an associate professor in the Eng­
lish department a t  Dartmouth college, 
is visiting bis father at New Hampton, 
New Hampshire. Mr. Cox is having 
his house put in order a t Hanover 
where he will make his home during 
the coming school year.
Mr. Cox was for several years as­
sistant professor of English a t the 
University. During the absence of 
Professor Merriam, chairman of the 
English department, Mr. Cox served 
as acting head of the department.
While a t Montana Mr. Cox with Mr. 
Freeman of the English department 
wrote and published a text book, 
“Prose Preferences,” which is used ex­
tensively in universities and colleges 
throughout the country. The book is 
used mainly to supplement courses in 
Freshman English.
“Teaching of English: Avowals and 
Ventures,” a text book by Mr. Cox, 
j was published this year by Harpers. 
The book, which is being well received, 
was reviewed in the spring number of 
| “English Notes” and in the Montana 
Educator, the organ of. the Montana 
Education association.
Mr. Cox taught a t the University of 
Virginia summer school in 1926 and 
a t the Montana summer session in 
1925.
Large Attendance at 
Tea Given by Halls
About 150 people attended the tea 
given in honor of the faculty members 
and their wives by Corbin and North 
halls Wednesday afternoon in the par­
lor of Corbin hall.
In the receiving line were Mrs. C. 
H. Clapp, Mrs. Harriet Rankin Sed- 
man, Mrs. N. J. Lennes, Miss Theodore 
Donnelly, Miss Dorothy Allison, Mrs. 
Nellie Davies. A selection was ren­
dered on the piano by Mr. John Hop­
per, visiting instructor in music. Mrs. 
H. M. White and Mrs. Bernice Andrews 
entertained with a vocal selection.
Miss Ida Hillis and Mrs. Nellie Da­
vies poured. A number of young girls 
served. Color arrangements of orange 
and bine were carried out in Califor­
nia poppies and bachelor buttons.
fee ted meadow. There is a  possibility, 
according to Mr. Severy, that the pois­
oning was caused by dogbane or a 
mixture of dogbane and lupine and ex­
periments are now being conducted by 
the forest service in that district in 
order to discover just what the ef­
fects of such a mixture would be on
NIIDDI SOLOMON FOSTER {BUFFALO PRESERVE 
i l l  SPENK THIS noon]  TO BE VISITED ON F O U R  PRESIDENT TELLST
“The Modern Message of the Bible” 
To Be Subject of Address.
“The Modern Message of the Bible” 
will be the subject of a lecture by 
Rabbi Solomon Foster of Newark, N. 
J., in Main hall auditorium this after­
noon at 4 o’Mock. Rabbi Foster will 
lecture again on Friday in the audi­
torium at 10 o’clock on “The Scientific 
Measurements for Religion.”
Rabbi Foster is giving a series of 
lectures in the West, under the aus­
pices of the Jewish Chautauqua So­
ciety of America. He has lectured in 
Utah. Idaho, and will go from the 
State University to the University of 
Washington, at Seattle, for the last of 
the series.
The Jewish Chautauqua Society of 
America is sponsoring a number of 
tours of this kind, of which Rabbi 
Foster’s is one. The purpose of the 
tours is to promote good will and tol­
erance among the religious groups on 
the campuses of the larger universities.
Publishes Paper.
Rabbi Foster is in charge of the 
Hebrew temple in Newark and has the 
distinction of having one of the larg­
est congregations in the country. For 
the last seven and one-half years he 
has been editor of a weekly paper, the 
Jewish Chronicle, published in New­
ark, which is the largest Jewish paper 
published in the state of New Jersey.
There are, in connection with Rabbi I 
Foster’s temple, two unique activities, 
for the organization and development | 
of which he is responsible.
The first is a normal school fori 
Jewish teachers, one of the few of its 
kind in the country, offering religious 
training. Four principal subjects are 
offered, Jewish ethics and religion, 
psychology and pedagogy in relation 
to religions instruction, Hebrew his­
tory, and the ilebrew language. In I 
addition to acting as president of the 
normal school, Rabbi Foster teaches j 
the course in ethics and religion.
The second activity is a clergy club, 
organized about a year and a half ago. | 
Rabbi Foster was the first president 
of the club. About eighty members 
are affiliated with it, ministers, Cath­
olic priests and rabbis. I t  is the only 
clergy club in the country to which 
priests belong. Rabbi Foster said 
that since they openly acknowledge 
their religious differences, religion is 
the forbidden subject of discussion; 
art, science, and literature are favor­
ite topics.
Commenting on his first lecture, 
“The Modern Message of the Bible,” 
Rabbi Foster said it is a common be­
lief that the Hebrew is a static re­
ligion, and that the Bible, important 
as it may be from a literary point of 
view, is obsolete as a source of spir­
itual stimulation. Rabbi Foster pre­
sents a modern Hebrew’s viewpoint on 
the Bible, and says that obsolete as 
its geology may be, the spiritual vigor 
is there, still as potent for us as it 
wras for them of old. He draws the 
analogy that our descendants, 2000 
years or so from now, will find our 
scientific terminology faulty but the 
basic knowledge of our scientists, the 
product of profound research, will be 
as important and as sound. So with 
the Bible. We have only to disregard 
the obsolete science, the inaccurate 
history, to find the revelancy of its 
spiritual wisdom for us.
Rabbi Foster gives as an example of 
the applicability of biblical precepts 
the anti-war expressions of Isaiah. 
Modem satesmen, with their back-; 
ground of history and philosophy and 
economics, are expressing no more pro­
found truths. Peace is built upon | 
righteousness and from the Bible there j 
is much for us modems to learn o f | 
righteousness.
The topic of Rabbi Foster’s second j 
lecture is “The Scientific Measure- j 
ment of Religion,” a reconciliation of! 
the usually opposing camps of science i 
and religion. Modem science has | 
brought disrepute upon religion only; 
because of the false standard modern 
society has adopted. If the fine spir­
itual message of the Bible is consid-1 
ered, as Rabbi Foster has pointed out 
it should be considered, there is no 
conflict. We must not only learn to 
think of mankind as a unified whole 
but to consider nature and man each 
parts of a  unified whole. Beneath 
every physical fact is the spiritual ul­
timate. Science does not remove the 
basic mystery beneath scientific laws. 
Rabbi Foster said, “There is not only 
a possibility but a  probability of recon­
ciling the best of science and the best 
of religion, and establishing a phil­
osophic unity as there is unity in na-
Students Must Sign f o r  
Trip Before Four 
o’Clock Today.
Four o’clock tomorrow is the dead­
line for those who wish to enroll for I 
Saturday’s trip to the National Bison 
Reserve. The excursion will proceed 
northward past the St. Ignatius Mis­
sion, along the road marked out by 
the Indians before the coming of the 
white man, to the range which con­
tains more wild game than any equiv­
alent area on the continent.
Nineteen thousand acres have been 
set apart by Congress for the preserva­
tion of the country’s rapidly disappear­
ing wild game. The herds of bison 
are the chief objects of interest, but 
elk, antelope, deer and mountain sheep 
may also be observed.
The warden of the range will wel­
come the guests and explain to them 
the purposes and problems of the res­
ervation management.
The trip will be made by automo­
bile. The cost to those who live in the 
residence halls and desire transporta­
tion will be $5.30, to others $6. Out­
siders driving their own cars will pay 
one dollar each, hall residents who 
drive their own machines, thirty cents. 
It* is necessary that those wishing to 
I go sign in the business office by four 
o’clock oday, and appear a t Main hall 
promptly at eight on Saturday morning.
John Hopper to Present 
students in Program 
July 24.
John Hopper, visiting, professor in 
the School of Music, will present a 
number of his piano students in a re­
cital at Main hall Tuesday evening, 
July 24.
The program is as follows:
Toccata......................................Parodies
First Movement, Sonata F. Minor, Op.
2, No. 2.___________ .......Beethoven
Alma Rice White
Girl With the Flaxen Hair.....Debussy
En Route..................... - ...._...Palmgren
Lowndes Maury, Jr.
Etude, F. Major......................... Nollett
P u ck ..............................    Grieg
Dorothy Bussard
Warum (W hy).............   Schumann
Two-part Invention, A Minor.......Bach
Eveline Blnmenthal 
B Flat Minor Serenade..Rachmaninoff
Prelude G Minor............Rachmaninoff
Lowndes Maury, Jr.
From a Wandering Iceberg..MacDowell
Scherzino............................Moszkowski
Alma Rice White
On the Lake.............................Williams
Blumenstuck............ ........... Schumann
Edna Kaiser
P relude............. .............. ...•____  Friml
Ecossafses ...........................  Beethoven
Ruth Schuettler 
Fold Song, “Cuckoo”
Soldiers March .......- ......-...Schumann
Mary Anne Frazier
Solfegietto ....         Bach
Catherine Randebaugh
Two-part InvenUOn, D Minor.......Bach
Summer Song..........  Backer-Grondahl
Harriet Walker
Romance ......- ............. ......  Christiani
Luro Nolle Matlock
Glga ....................................   Handel
Flying Leaves ......  Spindler
Dorothy Olson
Mr. Hopper, who will-leave Missou­
la on Thursday, Jnly 26, aft the close 
of the first six weeks of the summer 
session, plans to teach at the Cornish 
school, Seattle, of which he Is a grad­
uate, for a period of four weeks. Fol­
lowing this, he wiU give a series of 
five concerts in Washington.
Recently Mr. Hopper made a con­
tract with KJR, the Seattle station of 
the National Broadcasting corporation, 
to give a series of concerts, beginning 
July 29 and ending some time in Oc­
tober.
Mrs. James M. Brown was hostess 
a t a charming dinner a t the Missoula 
Country club on Wednesday evening 
at 7 o’clock, in honor of Mlsp Mary 
Scott, of Pasadena, and her sisters, 
Mrs. Clyde Murphy and Mrs. B. E. 
Mulroney.
u i  m i  i
O T
Dr. Duniway Contrasts Economic Situation of Present 
With That of One Hundred Yeags Ago; Tells of Shifting 
Of Population From Rural Communities to City Life.
IRA B. FEE
Professor Ira B. Fee, who is 
teaching education at the Univer­
sity this summer, is a  prominent 
figure in Montana education. He 
has served as president of both the 
Montana and the Wyoming State 
Teachers’ associations, and has 
also been vice president of the In­
land Empire association, which 
consists of four western states.
Prof. Fee graduated with a  B.
A. degree from Cornell college in 
1904, and took his M. A. degree 
from the University of Nebraska 
in 1915. After leaving Cornell, 
he taught high school in Minnesota 
for a  year, before removing to 
Cheyenne, Wyo. ' There he was a 
science instructor and athletic 
coach ih the Cheyenne high school.
A year later he was made prin­
cipal of the school. While he was 
a t Cheyenne he was elected deputy 
state superintendent .of he Wyom­
ing schools. Two years later he 
transferred, as superintendent of 
schools, to Laramie. He remained 
there two years, and then returned 
to Cheyenne to fill a  similar posi­
tion in that ciy. Ten years ago 
he was elected superintendent of 
the Missoula city schools. He 
still holds this position. He has 
taught summer school at the Uni­
versity of Montana for nine years, 
and has taught two summers at 
| the University of Wyoming.
NOVEL E N T E U N M E N T  
IS PLANNED FOR MIXED
Sheridans’ Band Will Furnish Music 
For Dance Friday Night.
Arrangements have been completed 
for the second and last big mixer of 
the summer session. I t  will be held in 
the men’s gymnasium Friday evening. 
All members of the summer school, and 
regular students, are invited. Those 
ou the committee say that it will be 
the “best ever” and urge all those who 
can to attend. Music will be famished 
by Sheridan’s orchestra and the danc­
ing will start a t  9 o’clock.
Entertainment has be?n provided for 
those who do not care to dance. Bridge 
and other card games can be played 
at tables which are situated in the 
balcony. Many features have been 
provided which will make the mixer 
a novel one. Eight Corbin hall girls 
are now practicing for a song and 
dance skit, under the direction of Miss 
Illene Murphy. Miss Mary Jo ami 
Betty Dixon will do a clog dance. 
Nelson Fritz will entertain the guests 
with a monologue. President Clapp 
will furnish the “real mixer” of the 
evening and will call off merry square 
dances and circle two-steps.
Bacteriology Lab. Has 
Specially Made Oyen
Building which started on the bac­
teriology laboratory last summer will 
be finished sometime this week. Two 
old laboratories have been renovated 
into a very modern, up-to-date bac­
teriology laboratory which is very 
conveniently arranged and will prove 
a great help to the bacteriology 
classes.
A large new electric oven has been 
installed whieh will be used mostly 
for sterilizing equipment, especially 
glassware. This oven has been spe- 
cinly made with a  time control and 
apparently will work very nicely, ac­
cording to Miss Leona Baumgartner, 
instructor of biology. I t  is being test­
ed out this week. This oven means 
that almost twice the size classes can 
be hanled easily and will make the 
work more pleasant, she says.
C. W. Lcuphnrt, dean of the law 
school, J . B. Hines, principal of the 
Swoetgrass County high school. S. R. 
Logan and Payne Templeton, both vis­
iting instructors, spent the week-end 
at Fish Creek.
I Dr. C. A. Duniway, second president 
of the University and at present pro­
fessor of history at Carlton college, 
Northfield, Minn., spoke on “Contrasts 
of a Century, 1828-1928,” a t the fifth 
convocation of the summer session.
Dr. Duniway, in introducing his sub­
ject. stressed the importance of get­
ting a comprehensive picture of the 
territorial limitation of the United 
States in 1928.
“In 1828,” said Dr. Duniway, ’’the 
United States was a feeble power, lit­
tle thought of in world affairs. Her 
boundaries were narrower than at pres­
ent The War of 18i2 humbled her 
considerably. As for the bold decla­
ration set forth in the Monroe Doctrine, 
this was received with derision by all 
the European powers with but one ex­
ception : Canning, a British prime min­
ister, alone accepted it with at least 
outward appearances of sincerity. And 
in the face of snch proof of the insig­
nificance of the United States, ‘Amer­
icans were overbearingly cocky and 
spoke of one American being equivalent 
—especially in fighting—to five for­
eigners.'
“There was no public land left after 
1890: that is, public land that did not 
require reclamation work before it 
could be of value as farming land.”
The people of that day were mostly 
rural inhabitants, the census of 1828 
showing 90 per cent farmers, while to­
day a substantial majority of the coun­
try’s population live in urban com­
munities. Property, because of the 
taxation possibilities it affords, tends 
to make its holders conservative, con­
sequently no provision was looked upon 
as public charity. “I t  is difficult,” 
stated Dr. Duniway, “to adjust this 
spirit with the often avowed and uni­
versal approval of the ideals of de­
mocracy.”
“Activity in governmental affairs,” 
declared the speaker, “had, in 1828, 
| property qualifications. We now have 
universal suffrage, but with every gain 
there is a loss,” commented Dr. Duni­
way: “then a higher proportional per­
centage of the inhabitants voted than 
is the case today. Scarcely more—in 
the most exciting political campaigns— 
than 50 per cent of our voters now go 
to the polls, and frequently 28 per cent 
of the eligible voters decide an elec­
tion.”
Labor, in 1828. had no right to com­
bine for mutual betterment I t  was 
only as benevolent organizations that 
what developed into the labor nnlon, 
was allowed to exist This state of 
affairs, pointed out the speaker, stands 
out in contrast with labor onions of 
today that now are powerful enough to 
have some control over legislative pro­
ceedings.
“In closing my informal talk,” said 
the speaker, “let me say that I think 
we are fortunate in having two presi­
dential nominees pledged to interna­
tional cooperation, and let me farther 
express a hope, or maybe a prophecy, 
that in the future we will have Amer­
ica playing her part in world affairs 
rather than declaring America first, 
and may the whole world thus organ­
ize into the ideal of Christ”
FIVE STUDENTS 
ARE WORKING FOR 
MASTER’S DEGREE
Five students are doing graduate 
work towards an M. A. degree in his­
tory during the summer session, ac­
cording to Paul C. Phillips, chairman 
of the department of history at the 
university. Four of these students. 
Jane Gillette, Carl McFarland, Addi­
son Howard and John C. Orr, are spe­
cializing in northwest history. Al­
fred C. Tunem, superintendent of 
schools at Bivtor, is doing his gradu­
ate work in Germanic history.
There are more than 80 registrations 
in the department of history during 
the summer session. A great many 
of the students who are majoring in 
history will possibly do their graduate 
work at this university as the library 
facilities for this line of work are ex­
ceptionally good, according to Mr. 
Phillips.
E. Pat Kelley, graduate of Montana’s 
first law school, was a campus visitor 
last week.
T H E  M O N T A N A  K A I M I N
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THE ORACLE
Another Wise Crack
A Hard School.
U B OlS Wl
■I) in no other, and 
scarce in tha t,”  said Franklin, in 
speaking of the vast school whose 
compulsory attendance knows no age limit.
The great statesman’s keen faculties of 
observation are brilliantly evinced in the last 
four words of his comment. Nothing else so 
impresses the student of human nature as the 
astounding failures of people to profit by past 
experience----- their amazing capacity for mak­
ing the same mistake over and over again, as 
if committing blunders were something that 
required practice. .
Now it may be that the oft-repeated act, be 
its results good or ill, proceeds from so pro­
found an abyss in the dark unexplored regions 
of the mind that to block it in its inception can­
not be done.
On the other hand, it may be that we can 
bring our critical intelligence to bear upon our 
conduct, and modify our actions in accord­
ance with its dictates.
This condition, even if true, may prevail 
only to a very limited extent. There seems 
to be much evidence that such is the case.
But faith in human intelligence must be the 
religion of mankind. ■ In the successful exer­
cise of the rational faculty lies the hope of the 
world. Let us then, as Christianity does, as 
democracy does, as science does, act in faith.
The practical exercise of reason is called 
judgment. Judgment is based on experience. 
Intelligence, then, to save the world must make 
use of experience.
It has been pointed out that this is futile, 
because the lesson of experience is learned 
after the situation in which it would have been 
useful bus ceased to exist. This is true only 
of the unique situation. Recurrent condi­
tions, and these prevail, form the basis for 
generalizations by which future conduct may 
be governed.
However, even with this established, it 
must be conceded that one’s own experience
u Y
OU HAVEN’T read it? What a 
shame! Now if yon had—we could 
discuss the old boy’s views on this 
new cult, you know—it really amounts to little 
more, for all their howl. You ought to read 
it, though. One has to, these days. Now,
don’t you think----- ? Oh, I forgot you hadn’t
read it. Too bad!”
And so it goes, with books, with plays, with 
days, with life—“ You haven’t read it, too 
bad!”
But can’t we, though? Is there no longer 
any chance? Are we too late, too dumb? 
There are thousands of books, on shelves and 
shelves, still waiting, yes. But there have' 
always been, and always will be. We want 
as many of them as we can have. But in the 
meantime, as a wise man said, can we not 
count THE BOOKS W E HAVE READ? 
Are they not, after all, the base, and life, the 
living present? We like to have some hope, 
some resting place. “ Too bad!” We’re 
here to say, “ They only think so!”
G. D. B.
N ew  B uildings.
I IN HIS annual recommendation to the State Board of Education a few weeks ago, President Clapp stressed the need for sev­
eral new buildings on the campus. A new 
pharmacy and chemistry building, a journal­
ism building and another residence hall for 
men were mentioned.
Recently, the Montana State Pharmaceuti­
cal association approved the recommendation 
of President Clapp for the provision of a new 
pharmacy building.
That was a good step. It may influence in 
the state legislature a favorable attitude to­
ward the proposed building plan. The phar­
macy school has become an important part of 
the University and is entitled to better quart­
ers. The state legislature’s approval of the 
program would mean another step toward the 
Greater University of Montana, to which we 
are looking forward. •
Book Reviews
This roeeht book of the month club 
selection deals with the effect of so- j 
clety of a change of the surface of the 
earth. All southern Europe sinks, 
the ocean fills the plains between the 
Rockies and the Appalachians. Of 
nil England only the center lowlands 
are left, this region being broken up 
Into Islands a few miles apart. In 
the readujstiuent that follows soci­
ety returns to the primitive values. 
Money loses all value, might is em­
phatically right and women are scarce. 
The survivors of the flood break up 
Into bands which war among them­
selves for territory and plunder.
In the end the domluaut group re­
turns to rebuild civilization, making 
their own conventions as they go. 
Their solution of the marriage ques­
tion is interesting. At a sort of folk 
meet the women are allowed to choose 
the man they want. If the women 
refuse to choose the men are allowed 
to fight for her until one has the 
•ole claim by right of battle.
The book, by au Englishman was re­
fused by all the prominent publishers 
of England. It was shelved uutil a 
representative of the Cosmopolitan com­
pany and the Book of the Mouth club 
discovered it. There is no reason why 
It should have been resurrected, it may 
well return to Its first obscurity.
—E. A. M.
inured to the hardships of raw fron­
tier life where squalor and vice exist 
side by side with romance and adven­
ture. Throughout her life she had to 
fight her way In society with that 
memory of sin and shame which the 
infamy of her heritage had imposed 
on her.
Then Doris, her child, came into the 
world with an even more indelible 
stigma attached to her name. Marked 
like her mother with that bar sin­
ister which had passed through the 
generations, she struggled on, uncon­
scious of her iuuer weakness. Leaving 
the West, where constant associations 
made life unbearable, she came to New 
York and was plunged into the vicious- 
whirlpool of that great city.
Here the novel rises in its intensity 
to the lightning-like climax wherein 
Doris, of the third generation, fights 
against the cruel society that threat­
ens to ruin her life and happiness as it 
has mined her mother's and grand­
mother’s.
STIGMA is a vivid and gripping 
story that presents life in the raw 
and makes its readers think deeply 
of those stlrriug problems so few of
the ell-born er encounter.
STIGMA.
By Hugo B&llin.
(Macaulay, $2.00.)
Here is a story that, for sheer | 
graphic realism, startles, stirs and! 
grips you long after you have finished 
reading Ik
It starts in the primitive days when 
the first generation of settlers strug­
gled for a living In the little Colo­
rado river country north of the bad 
lands of Arizona. There, on the out­
skirts of a Uttle boom town, called 
Pioneer. Is heard the feeble moan of 
•  woman in a utmble-down shack just 
nmerging from the "valley of the shad- 
ow of death** with a tiny bundle of hu­
manity held close. But the protest­
ing cry Is lost amid the vile oaths 
and the deafening gun reports of her 
drunk-crazed husband who. in cold 
blood, murders the doctor who has just 
finished his work of mercy beside her 
dilapidated ook
mwh
Ms
l>E.\l) LOVERS ARE FAITHFUL 
LOVERS.
Frances Newman.
Boni and Ltverighk New York.
*‘Aud she knew that the little room 
would be overwhelmed by a flowing 
soliloquy, and that the soliloquy would 
l>o as long as the soliloquy which the 
captain of a rescuing ship might ex­
pect from a woman who had just spent 
five years on an island without listen­
ing inhabitants, and without even a 
pokoberry bush to yield ink for the 
setting down of accumulating conver­
sation." and we know that the afore­
said soliloquy would have nothing on 
the sentences in this story of a wom­
an s struggle to have her marriage 
terminate in a crepe veil from Paris 
rather than in a divorce from Paris, 
as the foregoing quotation will un­
doubtedly prove.
"Dead Lovers" wonderfully stimu­
lates  the faculty of wonder. In the 
| first place, the reader wonders if,
I after all. a course in freshman com­
position. or even in news-writing, 
j might not occasionally be recommend­
ed. Applied to the work in question. 
It might have done some good, and 
could not have done any harm. Noth­
ing could.
In the second place, the reader won­
ders at the though trainees which pro 
| rides a shock absorber In the form of
a marriage ceremony before hurrying 
the heroine into the night gown in 
which she apparently remains for 
eleven years, and another in the form 
of a funeral just in time to prevent 
her husband’s affair with Isabel Ram­
say from being consummated.
In the third place, one wonders why 
the book was written, and why one 
is reading it. Every time a page must 
be turned, one curses—and turns it.
Finally, a poor working woman won­
ders whether a nightgown is the only 
garment in which a woman can exper­
ience an emotional reaction, and 
whether it ( the gown) must be of real 
lace, white satin, and georgette.
, And yet—the book has been and will 
be read. Here is one of the few rea­
sons :
"She (Isabel) was realizing that 
even if a man loves a girl after he i 
has stood before a clergyman and a 
congregation with another woman, the | 
girl can only have a few of the little | 
crooked scraps which are left when 
the scissors have cut around the pat­
tern of his life. . . . But she began 
to remember that scraps can be scar­
let aud gold and emerald, and that if 
some scraps become nothing more 
beautiful than patchwork quilts, some 
scraps become the doublet and hose 
of Harlequin."
OBITUARY
Funeral Held for Three 
Who Die in Storm.
The funeral services for the triplets 
of Mr. and Mrs. Robin will be held 
this evening at dusk.
Mrs. Robin left her nest for a few 
minutes yesterday, telling the young 
robins to be very still until she re­
turned with some worms. However, 
daring her absence a sudden breeze 
dislodged the nest and caused the 
children, which were unable to fly, 
to fall to the foot of the tree in which 
they lived.
A University student happened along 
at the time of the accident and ren­
dered all possible aid. But the severe 
shock placed the little birds beyond 
hope and although Mrs. Robin nursed 
them carefully their weakened condi­
tion and the chillness of the evening 
penetrated their unprotected bodies 
and hastened their death.
The funeral procession will leave 
for the bird cemetery from the base 
of the tree which had been their home.
"What a  question.
"But then it ill befits even an or­
acle to be always profound—profund 
did I say—no matter. I shall be gar­
rulous—and yes—I shall answer your 
question. Why should I not? Was 
not even I once in love—I, Pythoness 
—before I  took to gas?
"And was it not always thus—men 
to be won and women to be lost. Even 
I, Pythoness, was lost—ah, the wretch 
—pardon me.
"You asked concerning a love potion 
—yen.
“Vulcan, tiie gas, please!
“Ah—I see a  far land—a queer 
world. ‘Flask,’ queer word; ‘gin/ 
queer, queer word. A flask full of 
gin, dear maid, would ‘do the trick*— 
queer phrase.
"I see the youths of that land per­
forming all manner of inanities under 
the spell of this potion—a most power­
ful potion.
“Where Is this land?
“It is coming.
“Ah—how forgetful of me.
“Perhaps you had better forget Eros, 
since this potion Ls beyond your reach, 
and try wooing the sphinx to a  game 
of hop scotch on the sands. But that 
too is in a far land.
“Perhaps, it were better for thee to j 
remain here and learn my light trade.! 
Gas, dear maid, dispels much of this 
erotic nonsense.'*
He looked too much at stars;
And at the hills—as if 
They had just been born for him to 
see:
And not as if
They had been there a thousand years 
before;
And would be there,
A thousand years, and more.
I do not know;
Perhaps these too clean hills,
These snow-washed mountain-pillars 
Hold too much of sky—
Too many stars for one 
Who lived in tenements,
Beneath few stars, or none.
GIRL LOCKED INSIDE VAULT IS 
RESCUED AFTER POLICE GET 
COMBINATION FROM HER.
—Evening World Headline.
Publisher—“In your story I notice 
you made the owl hoot ‘to whom’ in­
stead of ‘to whoo’.”
Author—“Yes. this is a Boston owl."
"When a man stops doubting," says 
Pythoness, “he has ceased thinking; 
when he doubts excessively, he has 
become a cynic; and when he doubts 
everything he has become—I shall 
not say a fool—he has become boring."
But that does not explain why 
more men run for the office of sher­
iff than for any other office.
Which reminds us that a man once 
wished to run for that office—but he 
had ouly five children.
Nay! Nay! There’s a better man 
than thou Gungha Din.
We Knew This 
A highly impractical gnu,
Stretched his neck when the wind 
ever blew.
That is why, we are told,
He had always a cold;
And often contracted the flu.
So Think We All
Theodore Roosevelt said a thorough 
knowledge of the Bible was worth 
more than a college education.
A thorough knowledge of anything 
is worth more than a college educa­
tion.
Enraged Husband: “You’ve stolen
my wife, you horsethief, you !” ______
—Cracker.—
My Girl Says—
That the hunting in unusually poor 
on the university campus this summer. 
Where in years heretofore a sacchar­
ine smile and a soulful, come hither 
look had been good for at least a 
show, it now produced only a grin 
or a dazed, uncomprehending look......
A THOUGHT.
YESTERDAY IS BUT A 
DREAM, TOMORROW IS ONLY 
A VISION, BUT TODAY WELL- 
LIVED MAKES EVERY YESTER­
DAY A DREAM OF HAPPINESS, 
AND EVERY TOMORROW A VI­
SION OF HOPE. LOOK WELL, 
THEREFORE, TO THIS DAY.
—Salutation to the Dawn.
From the Sanscript.
Miss Melanie Aslanian, with her 
parents, left Missoula recently to re­
side in Boston, Mass. Miss Aslanian, 
a former student at the University, was 
prominent in campus activities. She is 
an accomplished violinist and took an 
active part in musical organizations.
Society ONE OF FEW REMAINING BISON HERDS TO BE S E N
RECEPTION FOR DR. DUNIWAY 
An informal reception for Dr. C. A. 
Duniway, president of the State Uni­
versity of Montana from 1908 to 1912, 
and now professor of history at Carl­
ton college, Northfield, Minn., was 
given at the home of President and 
Mrs. Charles H. Clapp, Tuesday eve­
ning from 9 until 11 o’lock. About 50 
former students and friends called dur­
ing the evening.
Professor Paul C. Phillips, Dean A. 
L. Stone and J. B. Speer assisted Pres­
ident and Mrs. Clapp in greeting the 
guests. Miss Margaret Ronan, Miss 
Isabel Ronan, Mrs. Jeanette Wayne, 
Miss Winifred Feighner, Miss Cather­
ine White and Mrs. Inez Abbott as­
sisted Mrs. Clapp in entertaining.
Dr. Duniway is accompanied on his 
trip by his two sons, Ben and David. 
The latter was graduated from Carle- 
ton college this summer and will go to 
Leland Stanford university to study 
law. Among those renewing old friend­
ships were Natalia Scheuch, Betty 
Dixon, Mary Elizabeth Sedman, Vir­
ginia Sedman, Ted Jacobs and “Bun” 
Evans of Butte.
SPOTTSWOOD’S TO EUROPE 
Miss Lenita Spottswood, her parents, 
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Spottswood, and 
her brother, Edward, left Missoula 
Monday morning for a three-month 
tour in Europe. They will spend some 
time in England, France and Italy.
Miss Spottswood, a member of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma sorority,, is a member 
of next year’s graduating class and 
will return to the University for the 
autumn quarter.
ENTERTAIN AT BRIDGE 
LUNCHEON 
Miss Marion Schroeder and Miss 
Dorotha Garvin were hostesses Friday 
afternoon at 1 :30 at a bridge luncheon 
at the Chimney Corner. Bowls of beau 
tifully arranged garden flowers made 
attractive the tables at which v 
seated Lenita Spottswood, Ethlyne 
Parsons, Vivian Robertson, Mary Eliza 
beth Sedman, Virginia Sedman, Emily 
Thrailkill, Natalia Scheuch, Mary Car- 
dell, Mary Jo Dixon, Betty Dixon, Lil­
lian Shaw, Faith Shaw, Helen Rooney, 
Marjorie Dickinson. Zahlia Snyder, 
Lillian Bell, Hlldegarde Weisberg, 
Rosemary Meagher, Leona Baum­
gartner, Margaret Price, Harriet John­
son, Ivarose Geil and the hostess.
Many summer school students and 
members of the faculty enjoyed an in 
formal dancing party in the parlors of 
North hall on Friday evening. Music
STATE UNIVERSITY SUMMER 
SESSION CALENDAR 
Week beginning July 15, 1928. 
THURSDAY, JULY 19:
Lecture, Main Hall Auditorium. 
4:00 p. m.
“The Modern Message of the 
Bible,” will be the subject of 
this lecture by Rabbi Solomon 
Foster.
Register before 4 p. m. for ex­
cursion to Bison Range.
FRIDAY, JULY 20:
Lecture, Main Hall Auditorium, 
10:00 a. m.
“Scientific Measurements for 
Religion,’* will be tbe subject of 
this lecture by Rabbi Solomon 
Foster.
Mixer, Women's Gymnasium, 
9 p.m.
This is the second of the sum­
mer session mixers. Dancing, 
cards and other features. Open 
to all students and faculty. 
SATURDAY, JULY 21:
One-day Excursion to National Bi­
son Range.
Trip by automobile past tbe 
Indian Mission of Si. Ignatius 
to the 19,000-acre tract set aside 
by Congress as a  game preserve. 
Register a t the Business Office 
before 4 p .m . Thursday. Party 
leaves Main Hall at 8 a. m. Sat­
urday.
Students who take advantage of the 
coming week-end excursion will view 
one of the ranges of the American buf­
falo, or bison. Near the town of Rav­
alli, about 40 miles from Missoula, 
part of the few descendants of the 
'thundering herd" which-once covered 
the western prairies are kept. The 
great herd, which gave way before the 
encroachment of the railroads and 
towns of. the west, has long since dis­
appeared ; only a few remnants remain 
on the bison ranges. Much of the 
romance and glamor of the old west is 
still associated with the remaining bi­
son, however, in spite of the fact that 
they now exist in much the same way 
as cattle on a modern stock ranch.
The National Bison range near Mis­
soula is one of the few preserves of 
the American buffalo, another being 
the buffalo farm in the Yellowstone 
National park. I t  comprises 19,000 
acres of land, which were set aside by 
an act of Congress in 1909, for the pur­
pose of preserving the bison from ex­
tinction.
The range is under the administra­
tion of the United States Biological sur­
vey. The act which created it came as 
a result of a campaign by the Ameri­
can Bison society to preserve this typi­
cally American species. Dr. Elrod, 
head of the Biology department of the 
University, was partly instrumental in 
procuring the grant, and was one of 
the sponsors of the range in 1909.
The preserve is situated near the 
Jocko river, and is partly visible from 
the Flathead- valley road. This terri­
tory has been well selected as a natur 
ally suitable habitat for the bison. It 
includes open pine woods, grassy ra­
vines, creek beds, and open hillsides, 
The Jocko river runs for half a mile 
through the range, and from this river 
a mountain rises 2,000 feet in the cen­
ter of the preserve. The spreading 
ridges of this elevation form contours 
which provide the animals with good 
water and shelter a t all times.
The bison in the preserves have ex­
isted quite well under the care of men, 
and probably increase more rapidly 
than they did when hey lived in a wild 
state. The American buffalo was a 
naturally flourishing species in former 
days, being depleted only by the whole­
sale slaughter which was carried on by 
early white hunters and soldiers, 
and in its new domesticity it thrives 
very well. The herd on the National 
range, which numbered 73 in 1909, has 
increased until there are now nearly 
5,000 buffalo. The herd has doubled 
in size approximately every three 
years since the preserve was estab­
lished.
The feeding of the buffalo is a thing 
which likens them somewhat to do­
mestic animals, although the herd is 
left as much as possible in its wild 
state. Tbe feeding of the animals 
was made necessary by the condition 
of the natural herbage of the region. 
The size of the herd caused a scarcity 
of forage, as the native bunch grass 
was easily pulled up and destroyed. It 
was decided to institute a feeding sys­
tem, in order to allow the growth of 
sufficient natural fodder on the range. 
Feeding pens are used which resemble 
those of an ordinary stock farm. Spe­
cial efforts are made to preserve the 
cleanliness of the corrals, and fresh 
running water is provided for each one.
The bison are not the only animals 
which inhabit the range, as elk, ante­
lope and deer are also present in the 
territory. Mountain* sheep have been 
recently Introduced there. I t  ls eeti- 
j mated that there are nearly 1,000 of 
hese animals, besides  ̂ tbe buffalo, in 
the hills and bottom lands of the pre­
serve.
for the occasion was provided by 
Lowndes Maury, Jr.
Mrs. W. E. Schreiber entertained at 
a dinner and bridge on Tuesday eve­
ning a t her home on Beckwith avenue. 
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Ira 
B. Fee, Professor and Mrs. W. E. Mad- 
dock and Professor and Mrs. E. A 
Atkinson.
Miss Helen Maddock entertained at 
an afternoon bridge, Saturday, a t her 
home on McLeod avenue. The tea tables 
were attractively decorated and 
flower favors marked each plate.
Those who were invited were Natalia 
Scheuch, Lenita Spottswood, Ethlyne 
Parsons, Faithe Shaw, Maybelle Wil 
lard, Margaret Brown, Helen Fleming, 
Mary Cardell, Vivian Robertson, Mary 
Elizabeth Sedman, Virginia Sedman, 
Betty Dixon and Hildegarde Weisberg.
NOTICE.
Josephine Graf, a sophomore in the 
English department, made 34 grade 
points during the spring quarter. Her 
name was omitted from the honor roll 
through an error.
NOTICE
Any teachers of biology who wish 
to secure a set of free bacteriology 
slides for assistance in their bacter­
iology, physiology, or biology classes 
should see Miss Baumgartner any 
morning between 9 and 11 o'clock or 
Monday afternoons in rooms 101 
or 105 in the new science build­
ing.
NOTICE
Education Club will meet Monday 
evening, July 23, in room 202 Main 
HalL
Prof. Payne Templeton and Prof. 
S ,R. Logan will speak. Prof. 
Templeton will speak on extra-cur­
ricular activities.
AT THE ART
DEPARTMENT
Captain A. J. Treichler of Fort Mis­
soula, painted the seventeen landscape 
studies now being shown in room 302, 
Main hall. Six of these were brought 
by the caption who will address the 
elementary a rt  class a t 2 o'clock on the 
subject, “Adventures in Art.” 
Mountain scenes in Colorado and 
Montana comprise the exhibit. They 
have been treated in a semi-impression­
istic manner. The drawing reproduces 
with fidelity the depth and distance in 
the landscape and the translucence 
of water and far-off haze is realisti­
cally conveyed by the coloring.
“Captain Treichler," said Prof. C. 
H. Reidell, “has been cooperating In 
many ways with the fine arts depart­
ment of the university.”
Captain Treichler’s first “adventure 
in a rt” was photography. Ordered 
to China, he began painting oriental 
scenes In the photographic manner. 
Later he transferred to an army post 
In Colorado. During his residence 
there he met a painter who was con­
ducting an a rt  school. From him 
Captain Treichler learned the broad 
suggestive treatment of landscape 
which Is seen In his present work.
FACULTY TEA.
Residents of Corbin i 
esses a t a tea in honor 
and the wires of facui 
the State University in 
North hall on Wednei 
from 4 to 5:30 o'clock.
The parlors were d 
California popples, ba< 
and orange colored ca 
receiving line with Mias 
social director of the si 
were Mrs. C. H. Clapp 
Rankin Sedman, Mrs. 
Mias Margaret Sullivan i 
Adams. Mrs. Nellie Da 
Ida Hillis assisted a t thi
RAPIDLY SAYS PRESIDENT CLAPP
University Professors Are 
Analyzing Waters of 
Flathead Lake.
Research work of determining the 
amount of fish good existing in Flat- 
head lake, under the direction of the 
University biological station located at 
Yellow Bay, Is progressing rapidly, ac­
cording to Dr. C. H. Clapp, president 
of the University, who made a trip to 
the lake last week.
The work, to determine the amount 
of fish that the lake is capable of 
maintaining, is being sponsored by the 
State Game and Fish commission. 
Several years ago about 4,000,000 
whltefish were planted in the lake, and 
now only a small fraction of that num­
ber still exist The reason for the ex­
termination of the fish is not known, 
but it is thought that the food supply 
is too small to care for that number 
of fish, so this year the University 
biological station was reopened after 
several years of idleness and now at­
tempts are being made to determine the 
exact amount of fish food in the lake 
and just how many fish can be fed 
by this supply.
In order to make this observation it 
Is necessary that the amount of micro­
scopic plankton be determined, since 
they furnish the food for the smaller 
fish and the minniws in the lake which 
in turn are the food of the larger fish. 
To do this the temperature of the water 
must be taken at various depths. The 
water must be analyzed for oxygen, 
nitrogen and mineral content, the ex­
tent of light at various depths must be 
taken and the character of the bottom 
of the lake must be known.
Reversing Thermometer
To take the temperature of the 
water at the various depths, the re­
versing thermometer is used. This 
thermometer is sent to the required 
depth by a cable and allowed to remain 
there for several minutes. A mes­
senger, which is a lead weight, is then 
sent down the cable that releases a 
catch on the thermometer and allows 
it to turn completely over so that when 
it is drawn back through the warmer 
water the readings will not be changed. 
The temperature at one point of the 
lake at a depth of 300 feet, was found 
to be 4.2 degrees centigrade, which is 
only four degrees above freezing.
To obtain samples of the water at 
the bottom of the lake the “water bot­
tle" is used. This Instrument consists j 
of a long brass tube with stoppers at 
each end. When it is lowered in the 
lake the water is allowed to pass 
through it, and none of it stays in the 
tnbe until it stops. A messenger is then 
sent down the cable releasing a spring 
that closes the ends of the tube and 
when it is drawn to the surface it con­
tains only water from that depth.
The “Bottom Dredge”
In getting samples of the bottom of 
the lake the “bottom dredge” is used. 
This dredge separates much the same 
as a larger dredge except that it Is 
lowered to the bottom on a cable and a 
messenger Is sent down to release the 
clam shell jaws that scoop up parts 
of the bottom Into a container just 
above the jaws and it is then drawn to 
the surface.
The plankton trap is used to obtain 
specimens of the plankton life at va­
rious depths. The trap consists of a  
large box with a net directly under­
neath i t  I t  is lowered in the water 
with the sides of the box opened to 
allow water containing the plankton to 
enter. When the desired depth is 
reached a messenger is sent down the 
cable releasing the sides of the box 
that work on hinges and allow them 
to close, making a water-tight com­
partment It is then drawn to the 
surface and the plankton are collected 
in a small container directly below the 
net
Professor G. D. Shallenberger, chair­
man of the physics department of the 
University, has invented an instrument 
to determine the amount of light that 
exists in the water of the lake. By 
lowering an instrument to any depth 
desired, the amount of light that is so 
important to the plankton life can be 
exactly recorded.
The work is being conducted in all 
the bays in the lake, at the mouths of 
the various rivers emptying into the 
lake and at many places in the center 
of the lake. In order to be sure that 
the testings are taken from the same 
place each time boat stations are main­
tained. These stations consist of rafts 
that are anchored in the various 
places. There are three kinds of sta­
tions, the primary, secondary and ter­
tiary. The primary stations are vis­
ited every week, the secondary sta­
tions once every two weeks and the 
tertiary stations but once or twice dur­
ing the season.
The research work is being done by 
four University professors. Dr. R. T. 
Young of the biology department is 
making tests of the animal life and 
Professor J. E. Kirkwood of the botany 
department is making the tests for the 
plant life. Dr. J. W. Howard of the 
chemistry department is making all 
the chemical tests and Professor G. D. 
Shallenberger is making the tempera­
ture and light tests.
Breves
John F. Suchy, instructor of phar­
macy, is working for his master's de­
gree in pharmacy this summer at the 
University of Colorado, a t Boulder. Mr. 
Cuehy reports that there are 2.800 stu­
dents enrolled in the summer term at 
Colorado.
Elizabeth Miner, a graduate of the 
school of pharmacy in 1923, was em­
ployed in the Budd-Fisher Drug store 
in Helena that was destroyed by the 
big fire there this week, according to 
Dean C. E. Mollett of the pharmacy 
school.
Dr. E. J. Kelly, secretary of the 
American Pharmaceutical association 
of Baltimore, Md., paid Dean C. E. 
Mollett of the pharmacy school a short 
visit Monday. Dr. Kelly is making a 
tour of the United States in the inter­
ests of the association.
Miss Doris Kennedy, a student of 
the regular school session, visited 
friends in Missoula the early part of 
this week. Miss Kennedy returned to 
Philipsburg Wednesday morning, where 
she expects to spend the remainder of 
the summer until the opening of the 
regular University year.
T̂he Kappa Delta house is being 
thoroughly remodeled during the sum­
mer months, which will make it one of 
the nicest sorority houses on the 
campus next year.
I t  is being repainted, new plumbing 
fixtures are being installed and inside 
partitions are being changed. The 
house is closed this summer.
Mj . and Mrs. Hugh Graham were 
campus visitors this week, renewing 
acquaintances with old friends. * Mr. 
Graham is now a contractor at Eureka, 
California. Mr. Graham graduated 
from the University in 1901.
Ronnie Gilchrist and wife were cam­
pus visitors last week. Mr. Gil­
christ is a Montana graduate. He took 
post-graduate work at Cornell and is 
now connected with the Bureau of 
Standards a t Washington, D. C.
Hugh Graham, ’01, now a contractor 
of Eureka, California, and Mrs. Gra­
ham visited here.
John MacPherson Gault, a Montana 
law graduate, motored through from 
Los Angeles on his way to visit his 
brother, Frank, who is now practicing 
law in Great Falls. Mh*. Gault 
stopped on the campus to visit his 
old friends.
“Mac” Gault was the man who 
drilled the marines for the picture 
“Old Ironsides,” in which three men 
were killed during the filming at Cata­
lina Island, when “Old Ironsides” was 
blown up with dynamite.
Mrs. Gault will be remembered to 
old-timers as Lewina Ainsworth, a 
graduate in art.
Miss Lena Partoll ’25, Missoula 
county librarian, is spending her va­
cation in Washington visiting rela­
tives.
Anonymous Author Writes 
Thrilling Tragedy.
TOUR OF GLACIER 
PARK IS PLANNED 
BY INSTRUCTORS
Miss Helen Terry, instructor in 
Spanish, Edythe Benbrooks, assist­
ant in the ibrary, and Helen Crebbs 
will hike through Glacier National 
Park< starting August 1.
They plan to spend about ten days 
in the park, hiking with full packs, 
including bedding and cooking utensils.
The trio will drive to Belton, hike 
to the eastern side of the park, circle 
back to Belton and return. They will 
stop at chalets overnight.
* After'' the trip Miss Benbrooks will 
go to the library of the University of 
Utah at Salt Lake City, and Miss 
Terry will leave for the east. Miss 
Crebbs will re-enter school.
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THE BOY SCOUTS IN THE WOODS 
OR
THE LIGHT IN TUNNEL SIX
A Tragedy iii Almost Three Acts.
ACT I. Scene 1.
The scene is a woodland glade.
In the center of the room is a kitch­
en table, a stove and a clinging vine. 
Enter from left the sturdy oak.
Clinging Vine: Good morning, dear.
Sturdy Oak: Urn. Good morning, 
m’ .dear.
(Villain lurks behind the scenery. 
His mustache is seen waving gently 
to and fro In the wind. But, alas, the 
mustache is false, and the brave hero 
and beuatiful herolue are in conse­
quence deceived.)
(Curtain—options 1.)
ACT TWO. Scene one or more.
Curtain rises to the strains of 
Hearts and Flowers rendered by the 
boys* glee club.
Jack Dalton is taking the mound 
for dear old Rutgers. (Voices off 
stage indicate that it is the ninth in­
ning and two are out and the bases 
full—of sawdust. Rutgers is leading 
by a single score. Jack's all depends 
on winning the game and preserving 
the honor of his dear old alma mater.)
ACT 3. Scene 8.
“No, you can not have a waffle 
iron,” snarled Bob who was full of 
fun and pretzels.
“Let's take the old house boat and 
go to Florida,” shouted Rotund Ros- 
coe, who was so called be cause of his 
rotundity.
(Curtain—indispensable.)
ACT 3—last seen beading south.
(The death scene.)
Enter right — Handsome Harry 
(much purturbed). “Ah! Whoa is 
me. Beautiful Belinda is in the 
clutches of Roodulph. She, poor maid, 
has become entangled in his beard. 
Ah! I knew she was not to be trust­
ed. He is false even to his teeth.” 
(Curtain and cries of author, author.)
Education, Sociology 
Classes Hold Picnic
About sixty members of the educa­
tion and sociology classes of S. R. Lo­
gan, visiting professor, held a picnic 
up the Rattlesnake Monday afternoon.
“One of the big things of summer 
school is the bumping of elbows of 
both the- students and instructors,” 
Prof. Logan stated when he encour­
aged the picnic.
About 4 o’clock the members of hi3 
-lasses assembled in front of Main hall 
and left in automobiles for the ■picnic 
grounds about three miles' up the 
west side of the Rattlesnake.
After luncheon was served some of 
the members of the party chose up sides 
and played a game of indoor baseball. 
Others not playing ball became inter­
ested in a  target practice contest. Toy 
guns were given for prizes in shoot­
ing. J. L. Haux was the champion of 
the men and was awarded a pop gun. 
Miss Margaret Sullivan was the best 
marksman of the women and won a 
water pistol. Several of the party 
suspected that Miss Sullivan, who lives 
in Butte had had some practice. Ac­
cording to Prof. Logan she is now 
qualified to accept a teaching position 
in Chicago.
Frank Chichester, '26, passed the bar 
examinations in Washington, and hopes 
to'settle in Seattle to practice law.
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FOOT
Processes of Lumbering Are 
Observed at the Bonner 
Mill.
About 35 students and faculty mem­
bers of the summer session took ad­
vantage of the fourth week-end excur­
sion to the Blackfoot Saturday. The 
party made the trip by car to the mill 
plant of the Anaconda company at 
Bonner. There tinder the guidance of 
Dean T. C. Spaulding of the forestry 
school, Dean A. L. Stone, and Jack 
Meagher, superintendent of the mill, 
the party inspected the plant. The 
process of lumber manufacturing was 
observed and explained.
Dean Spaulding gave a talk concern­
ing the floating of logs and spring 
drives. He also compared the method 
of drying employed by the Anaconda 
mill to the “kiln” drying system. The 
latter method accomplishes the dry­
ing, according to Dean Spaulding, 
within 24 hours, while the method 
used at Bonner requires an entire 
year for seasoning the logs. After 
Dean Spaulding’s talk the party in­
spected the pond, and watched the logs 
being conveyed from the pond into the 
mill. Mr. Meagher led the party 
through the mill and explained the 
various processes of lumber manufac­
turing. The band saws, the planing 
mill and the boiler room were all in­
spected, and the party had an oppor­
tunity to observe each step in the pro­
cess of large-scale milling operations.
Dean Spaulding pointed out that this 
section of Montana lies within the 
eastern boundary of the greatest stand 
of timber in the world. He also stated 
that the sawmill plant at Bonner is 
one of the largest in the West. A 
quarter of a million feet of lumber go 
through this plant yearly, he said.
After the inspection of the mill the 
party hiked up the Blackfoot to John­
son creek where lunch was served at 
noon.
Dean A. L. Stone told the story of 
“How Missoula Got Its Name”—a story 
which he obtained from Duncan Mac­
Donald, pioneer trapper and authority 
on Indian lore.
The party returned to Missoula on 
the 3:30 o’clock street car.
Dorothy Peterson, formerly of the 
University, returned to Missoula last 
week to spen the summer with her 
parents. She has been doing voca­
tional work among crippled children 
in an asylum on Long Island, N. Y.
Emil Blumenthal, a former student 
of Montana in 1925 and 1926, has re­
turned to Missoula for a short stay.
Mr. Blumenthal is now a student of 
the medical college at Stamford, Cali­
fornia, and is in Missoula for the pur­
pose of preparing a health survey re­
port in connection with his studies 
there.
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Relic of Western Progress 
Now Reposes on Campus.
By AL PAKTOLI.
Its past forgotten, a relic of the early 
days of Missoula, lies unrecognized on 
the campus. A millstone three feet in 
diameter and nine inches in thickness, 
encircled by an iron band, and about 
which once centered the all important 
task of grinding grain into flour for 
the early whites, has been lying beside 
the road on the north side of Main hall, 
near the end of the hedge, for two 
decades.
This millstone is a relic of Western 
progress, being from the old grist mill 
built by Christopher P. Higgins and 
Frank Worden in 1866, after the de­
sertion of Hell Gate as a center of 
business, in favor of Missoula.
The mill was a two-story building of 
hewn logs, finished on the outside with 
planed lumber, located on the north 
bank of the Missoula river, near the 
east side of the present Higgins ave­
nue bridge. Power to run the mill was 
furnished by a stream running from 
the Rattlesnake river, and was applied 
by the use of a waterwheel.
Flour was first ground in the mill in 
1866, the mill being capable of grind­
ing 400 sacks in 24 hours. During the 
fall of 1866 the estimated output was 
10.000 bushels, in 1867, 15.000 bushels, 
and 20,000 bushels in 186§.
Mill Attracts Settlers
As a feature attraction and induce­
ment to Western settlers to locate here, 
the mill was important Note should 
be made that this mill was the second 
of its kind west of the Rockies, the first 
being installed by Father Anthony Ra 
valli a t S t Mary’s mission in 1845.
The use of the mill was discontinued 
in 1877, but it remained *a landmark 
until 1908, when it was torn down to 
make room for a power plant How 
the millstone came to be on the campus 
is the work of a certain gentleman, to 
whom appreciation should be ex­
pressed, but because he so desires, his 
name has been withheld.
On Tuesday the classes of S. S. 
Brooks and those of S. R. Logan ex­
changed instructors for that day in 
order that a  different viewpoint might 
be had on certain phases of educa 
tional work.
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MONTANA TEACHERS-WE NEED YOP!
July and August offer splendid opportunities in all depart­
ments. Enroll immediately for advancement at home or in 
other states. We are placing teachers daily from Alaska to 
the far South.
Call ot 501 Smead-Simons Bldg., or phone 4338 for personal 
interview. Free Enrollment.
E. L. HUFF TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, MONTANA
Mollett Addresses Druggists 
At 38th Annual Meeting 
Last Week.
Due-sixth of the members of the 
State Pharmaceutical association of 
Montana are graduates of the univer­
sity school of pharmacy, Dean C. E. 
Mollett told the association in his ad­
dress a t the 3Sth annual meeting held 
at Hunter’s Hot Springs last week. 
Dean Mollett, Mrs. Mollett and their 
sou, Frances, motored to the meeting 
and returned to Missoula last Thurs­
day.
Important steps will be taken in the 
uear future to arrange for the con­
struction of a pharmacy building. 
President C. H. Clapp attended the 
meeting and recommended a new build­
ing for the pharmacists on the Montana 
campus. He presented his 10-year 
construction program, to the associa­
tion, which includes the erection of 
the pharmacy building. A committee 
was appointed consisting of alumni of 
the school for the furtherance of this 
plan. The committee members are: 
Alex Peterson, former instructor in 
pharmacy here, chairman; Oakley Cof­
fee, ’23, of the Missoula Drug Co.; 
Spencer J. Crasby, ’l l ,  of the*Crosby- 
Sparrow Drug Co., Anaconda; Howard 
Craig, ’26, of the Craig-Drummond 
Pharmacy; Walter A. Woehner, 17, 
of the Cascade Pharmacy Co., Great
Falls; C. P. Valentine, 10, of the 
Chatfield Drug Co., Helena, and Edgar
in ran I MW I
Of the 12 preliminary games listed 
for the summer school tennis tourna­
ment, eight have been played. The 
winners of these matches are Mary 
Pardee, who will play the winner of 
the Nill-McCarthy match: Henrietta 
Wilhelm, Harriet Johnson: H. A. Voor- 
hees, who will play Miss Eveline 
Blumenthal. Miss Blumenthal has her 
first match to play as she was not 
matched in the preliminaries. L. 
Weingartner. who won from W. L. Mc- 
Millen and will play U. F. Isaacs, who 
won from Raymond Olson. Russell A. 
Bolin has not been matched for the 
preliminaries, but will play in the 
finals.
There are 24 students and faculty 
members entered in the tournament.
Two former University students have 
been honored at Mills college, Cal., ac­
cording to word received here. They 
are Miss Dorothy Bendon of Glendive 
and Miss Janice Johnson of Kalispell. 
Miss Johnson, a graduate of the Eng­
lish department of Mills college this 
year, has been awarded a fellowship 
in the English department and Miss 
Bendon has been made a member of 
Kappa Tau, scholastic fraternity, and 
Mortar Board, national honoray or­
ganization for senior women.
Allen, '10, of the Red Lodge Drug Co., 
Red Lodge.
Dean R. C. Line, of the school of busi­
ness administration, who owns a drug 
store in Columbus, Montana, also at­
tended the meeting.
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Everything in Groceries, 
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
TEACHERS, ENROLL W ITH US!
We have listed at present many desirable high school and 
junior high school positions. We especially need men and 
women who have had some training in Music or Athletics. 
Our territory is the entire Northwest.
FREE ENROLLMENT. Write today for registration blank.
MONTANA TEACHERS AGENCY
BAKER, MONTANA
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T H E  M O N T A N A  K A 1 M I N
HANDICAP GOLF TOURNAMENT IS IN 
PROGRESS ON GARDEN CITY COURSE
Five Matched Have Been | 
Flayed. Student Store I 
To Reward Winner.
“Pom e”
DUNIWAY PLEADS 
FOR FELLOWSHIP
j Former President of State 
University Talks Be­
fore Kiwanians.
chi­
effoi
to Uk
U/rt. A fountain pen will be 
[be winner and two golt bulls 
jond beat player, 
tebee already played, and the 
handicap allowed each man. are aa
follow*; Badgley, 14, ------j | | |y
28, one up; M. Tatef 
Merrill, 20, 3-2; Adam 
land, 30, 3-2; Houx, 30, won 
Amen, 20; Atkinson, 28, won 
default.
Sitting upon tb 
natcbed with might 
got tired, I  turned 
[ looked again the
*he
, and a friend came
up “in clock v
But
look
on froi
Berg-
from
Millinger, 28, v>ron on a
Gain*s yet to be played
the folkw ing : Davis, 30, i
21; Httw art, K), and V<
Lowry, 24, and (Jlarey, 30
eolation tourney Olson w
rill; B«>rgland 1will play
linger vdll play the loser
Itamskill match,
The iwml-fina 1 matches .vlll be be- 
i Bodgley and Tate, Adama and 
and others. To won first place 
ontestants must win five success- 
matches. In the consolation 
iev, which is for the losers in the
preliminaries of the regula tourna*
ment, the contestant most win three
sueeoslive matches o place ninth in
the egnlar tourna nent. All first
round matches must liave been played
before July 17.
Mr. Atkinson states that summer 
school students can secure a ticket for 
the summer, allowing them to play on 
this course, for $5. This will include 
up to August 20, the close of the sum­
mer session. Any one desiring to play 
on this course, and not wishing to buy 
a season ticket, can do so for 25 cents 
n round. Summer school students who 
are interested in securing a season 
ticket however, should see Kirk Badg- 
ley at the business office in Main hall.
For this tournament the usual rules 
will be in force. Balls in the rough 
must be played where they lie. Balls 
on the fairway may be picked up and 
dropped over the shoulder without loss 
of stroke. Balls may be teed up on 
the third fairway and on the fourth 
fairway across the ditch. Over the 
fence on the third fairway and in or 
across the ditch on the fourth fairway 
is out of bounds and the penalty will 
be the loss of listance.
Montana Student Is 
Successful Candidate
Word has been received on the cam­
pus that Marshall II. Murray was a 
successful candidate in the primaries 
as the Republican candidate for the 
office of county attorney of Sanders 
county. Murray completed his law 
course a t the University this spring 
and during his career on the campus 
was a prominent student, having par­
ticipated in many student activities. 
Ho Is a member of Phi Delta Phi, in­
ternational honorary legal fraternity, 
and during the past year served as 
magister of that organisation.
Murray is also a member of Sigma 
Chi, social fraternity; Silent Sentinel, 
an organisation composed of those who 
have especially served the university 
during their college years. He is also 
a member of the "M" club.
New Zeta Chi Sorority 
Leases Chapter House
Zeta Chi, local sorority recently or­
ganised, have taken what is known 
aa the Knowles house on 658 Beckwith 
Avenue, aa their chapter house for 
the next year. They expect to house 
at least 12 members during the school 
term.
The Missoula girls affiliated with the 
new order are: Helen Krebs. Krva 
Love, Dorothy Brown, Thelma Brown, 
Dorothy Skecls, Isabel Healy, and 
Eleanor Hull.
Att
hen be took another 
hanged his little song; “I 
____  _ dmit it, Ignatz, but i t  looks
s though I'm wrong.” And after 
..atchlng it a while we decided we 
should bet as to which way it was 
turning and the J l̂rst man that we met 
was to decide the matter for us and 
his word would be the last, so we ven­
tured to inquire of a man that hap­
pened past: “Will you tell us, Mis­
ter Stranger, which way the sprinkler 
turns?" He answered very roughly, 
in a voice that fairly burns, “Don’t  try 
to kid me,bozo, I'm a big bad man from 
Butte." And be left us standing on 
the steps, thinking lots, but mute. So 
says I, “We’ll wander out beside it 
where the dandelion grows.” So we 
wandered on the oval to settle our 
little bet but we couldn’t learn a 
thing unless we got ourselves all wet, 
so girding our loins we rushed right 
to the center of the trouble; the 
sprinkler caught me on the jaw and 
now I'm seeing double; my friends is 
still in the hospital from a clout on 
the head; the doctor says ’twill be six 
weeks ’fore he’ll get out of bed.
All this painful misery because of 
one small bet, and to tell the truth 
we haven’t learned which way it 
turns as yet. So before we go to our 
last long rest, ’mong the roses and the 
ferns, ( won't someone please find out 
for us which way the sprinkler turns?
Montana Graduates 
Wed in Los Angeles
Word has been received here of the 
marriage of Miss Mary McCarthy of 
Los Angeles and Ted Plummer of Stc- 
vensvllle, in Los Angeles, July 5. Mr. 
and Mrs. Plummer are both Montana 
graduates. They will make their home 
in Seattle.
Mr. Plummer is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. B. F. Plummer of Stevensville. 
He was a member of the Grizzly foot­
ball team for three years. He is af­
filiated with Sigma Chi social frater­
nity. Mrs. Plummer's home was for-' 
rnerly in Butte. She is a member of 
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.
CARL RANKIN UNDERGOES 
APPENDICITIS OPERATION
Carl “Bub” Rankin, a University of 
Montana student, was operated on for 
acute appendicitis at a Billings hospital 
last week, according to word received 
In Missoula by friends. Carl was 
regular guard on the university basket­
ball team last winter. He was also 
a member of the varsity baseball 
squad.
His condition is reported good and 
it is expected that he will be out of the 
hospital this week. His home is in 
Hardin, where he is now employed.
SON BORN TO FORMER
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Word has been received here of the 
birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Dahlberg of Butte. Both Mr. and 
Mrs. Dahlberg are former University 
students. Mr. Dahlberg is a former 
football captain of the Grizzlies and 
played three full years at Montana. He 
is now athletic coach at Butte high 
school, and has established a repu­
tation for turning out championship 
teams.
South Side Pharmacy
Kodak Developing and 
Photo Albums 
Higgins and So. Third
"U ” GRADUATES ARE
ELECTION CANDIDATES
Cheater Oast cad. Plenty wood ; Henry ! 
Bailey, Missoula, and Richard Wei- j 
come of Butte, all members of this j 
year's graduating class, receiving their 
degree in law are candidates in the] 
present election.
(Instead is a candidate for county at- 
toraey of Powder river county. Bailey i 
la the republican nominee for Public j 
Administrator of Missoula County; and 
Welcome is the Lake county candidate I
Butte Cleaners
HIGH CLASS CLEANING 
and
DYEING
Phone 3131 506 S. Higgins
Mr. and Mr*. M. L. Morris of Great 
Falls have announced the engagement 
of their daughter. Helen, to William 
Wdtman Brown of Great Fall* The 
marriage will take place in Great Falls 
in August.
Mtm Morrt* who was a freshman at 
the State University last year. Is a 
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma so-'
College People Enjoy
The Blue Parrot
Speaks for Itself
Summer Lunches for 
Summer Students 
HIGH SCHOOL CANDY 
SHOP
More and Better for Leas
ball game at Wrigley Field between two 
i of the top notch teams, Hollywood and 
i San Francisco. At noon each day fol- 
I lowing the games, Calland's students 
will meet In classroom for an hour to 
analyze the play of the preceding day 
and point out what plays showed good 
judgment and what one revealed the 
old ivory.
There are more than 40 students in 
Calland's University of Southern Cali­
fornia class and almost all of them are 
already holding down jobs as high 
school and college coaches. The course 
is designed to teach the latest methods 
in developing basketball, baseball, 
track and football teams.
During the two weeks from July 30 
to August 11, Howard Jones, coadh of 
the Trojan football teams, will take 
charge of the university’s summer ses­
sion course in coaching athletics.
Jones is one of the ablest coaches in 
the business and has a brilliant rec­
ord in.producing All American stars. 
His method in drilling in fundamentals 
and fine points of the game are being 
copied by many other gridiron mentors 
and already about 50 men, most of them 
holding coaching jobs in leading high 
schools and colleges, are signed up for 
the football division of the coaching 
course.
Psychology Students 
To Visit Asylum
Students in the abnormal psychology 
class under Professor E. A. Atkinson, 
and other students desiring to make 
the trip, will visit the Warm Springs 
asylum Saturday, according to an an­
nouncement made by President Charles 
H. Clapp at the regular convocation 
Tuesday morning. Dr. Bolton, super­
intendent of the institution, will give 
clinic demonstrations and show the 
students through the buildings.
The trip will be made by auto both 
ways. For those who do not have their 
own cars, the charge will be $1.25. The 
party will leave Craig hall a t 8 o’clock 
Saturday morning and is expected to 
return Saturday evening.
Thirty-one students have signed up 
for the trip, according to Professor 
Atkinson.
Mary Shope to Teach 
A t Stevensville
Mary E. Shope, who graduated from 
the University of Montana, with the 
class of ’28, will teach at the Stevens­
ville high school during the coming 
school year. Miss Shope is a talented 
violinist and has played with the 
University symphony orchestra during 
her college career. She is a member 
of Alpha XI Delta, social sorority, and 
Sigma Alpha Iota, national music fra­
ternity of which she was president dur­
ing the past year.
Two other members of the class of 
1928 will be on the Stevensville facul­
ty next fall; Bill Rafferty, who will 
serve in the capacity of coach, and 
Imogene Ellis, who has been appoint­
ed teacher of English and Latin.
FLORENCE H O TEL 
BARBER SHOP 
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Ladies' Hair Cutting Parlor 
in Connection 
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Rainbow Barber Shop
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25c Taxi 
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concluded his speech with the state­
ment that the formation of a world or­
ganization for the preservation and 
maintenance of world peace is the 
greatest problem which will face the 
new generation.
“God only knows what the solution 
will be, but it  won’t  come without your 
help and mine,” he said.
In speaking of the consolidated pow­
ers of the State University, Dr. Duni- 
way asserted that it should be used for 
; the benefit of the entire state, rather 
than for those towns in which the 
branches are located. “We think in 
larger terms these days,” he said. “Sec­
tionalism has expanded to national­
ism, and I hope we are going farther 
to internationalism,” he stated in urg­
ing the need of world cooperation.
Four years ago Dr. Duniway held a 
responsible position as an edneator in 
England and knows that the British 
are puzzled at the self sufficiency of 
America and our hesitancy at coming 
forward with full cooperation during 
the establishment of the League of Na­
tions. “I tried to tell the Britons that 
the professional classes of this country 
really did favor world cooperation, and 
that our universities and colleges would 
graduate young people who would be 
full of the spirit of the world fellow­
ship. But I see that I was wrong.”
“We don’t feel any need for being 
interested ill China, Africa and the 
other nations of the globe. We are 
indifferent and it will be a long time 
yet before a workable world organiza­
tion will materialize,” he prophesied.
Dr. Duniway is a strong advocate of 
higher admission requirements in col­
leges and universities. He believes 
that requirements for admission should 
be based largely upon intelligence tests.
“The system in America,” says Dr. 
Duniway, “is one of mass education, 
while in England a select group is be­
ing educated as the result of competi­
tive examinations.”
The former president described the 
English system of college instruction 
as a series of regular conferences with 
the tutor at the breakfast table and a 
weekly report.
When questioned regarding his opin­
ion of the younger generation, Profes­
sor Duniway replied, “I  think they are 
fine; I  have three of my own. But,” he 
added, “the thing which pleases me 
most is the wonderful development of 
this university.”
Dr. Duniway was the second press* 
dent of the University 20 years ago, 
when it. was still a young institution 
and fighting for recognition. I t  was 
during this period that much was done 
in the development of the school.
Stephen Hanson, a last year’s grad­
uate from the physical education de­
partment, has obtained a position as 
teacher of mathematics, science and 
athletics at Troy, Montana.
Root Beer with Ice Cream 
Floats
Also Ice Cream Cones
M S S H  ROOT BEER
“I t Pays to Look Well”
SOUTH SIDE BARBER SHOP 
Nuf said 
SHOES SHINED
TYPEW RITERS
All makes Rented and Repaired
We suggest a new 
Corona Portable 
for your school 
work.
Sales Agent for Remington,
L. C. Smith and all makes of 
portable typewriters.
We deliver and call for rented 
typewriters.
Frank G. Swanberg
Your home typewriter man 
118 E. Broadway Phone 4492
Rent Cars
DRIVURSELF CAR CO.
Phone 2166
YELLOW CAB CO.
Phone 2166
No charge for extra passengers 
Five Ride for the Price of One!
Baggage Transfer— Trunks, 50c 
2-passenger cars, 3-passenger cars, 5-passenger cars, 7-passenger cars, 
22-passenger car*
LUCY KING DE MOSS STUDENTS CAMP 
WHILE STUDYING
rew campuses could offer an a 
on’s training in fly-casting, oi
Calland is devoting this week's work Dr. C. A. Duniway, former president
Oval—which way DOES It go? X looked to Instructions in the coaching and of the University, speaking before the
upon it from afar; “counterclockwise,” playing of baseball and has decided Kiwanis club at its weekly meetingCoscfa Ilarry Adams. The 1 thought. Then It seemed to turn that the best kind of “laboratory” for Tuesday, made a plea for world fellow­being played on the Gar- the other way. Alas! What hath 
. . ..................... bis labors would be the Coast League ship and cooperation. Dr. Duniway
Represents United Christian 
Missionary Society.
Lucy King DeMoss of Newport, Ky., 
is doing research work a t the Uni­
versity during the first three weeks of 
the summer session In the interests 
of the United Christian Missionary 
society of the Christian church of S t 
Louis, Mo. Miss DeMoss is prepar­
ing stories about American Indians 
of the Northwest for children. Her 
central theme is “Discovering Our 
America.”
Since this is the first step in the 
correlated intermediate work of re­
ligious education of the church, it is, 
according to Miss DeMoss, through a 
presentation of this material to the 
junior high school students in exten­
sion work that a knowledge of other 
people can be secured.
The purpose of this phase of the 
work is to create a sympathetic atti­
tude toward the American Indian by 
giving children a true conception of 
the earliest Americans.
Previous to coming to Missoula to 
do this work, Miss DeMoss spent 
some time a t the Indian mission of 
White Swan in Washington.
Miss DeMoss is enthusiastic over 
the facilities that the University 
library presents in connection, with 
this work, especially in regard to the 
Treasure room, where, under the su­
pervision of Paul C. Phillips, pro­
fessor of history and political science, 
an extensive collection of Indian 
trophies is kept, besides considerable 
material in the form of books and 
pamphlets relating to the early his­
tory of the Northwest and particu­
larly Montana.
“Thi fly ng bi
| ness out on the oral.” It is distinctive 
of the informal and hospitable spirit 
I of Montana that three of the students 
J in attendance at the summer session 
are living in two portable tents a t the 
base of the mountain on our campus, 
j In fact, as one of the party said, every­
thing about the camp Is portable, even 
unto the typewriter set upon a box- 
I table, which also serves as dining 
table The typist’s chair Is another 
box. The lady of the party has a com- 
I for table arm-chair made from an or­
ange box. How useful boxes are. in 
establishing a portable summer home! 
I Camp cots and a gasoline stove com­
plete the simple but adequate furnish- 
I ings.
Earl F. Sykes, who is one of those 
enjoying the summer session in this 
informal and unique way. has another 
claim to fame. He is the tallest man 
registered for the summer session. He 
compares favorably in height with 
those who have formed the lamp-post 
painting crews on Aber Day in past 
years. Mr. Sykes, who is a graduate 
of the State University, has been prin­
cipal a t Wyndham, Montana, the past 
year. The other two of the party are 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dyarman. Mr. 
Dyarman taught last year at Stanford, 
Montana.
Lena Partoll. ’25, Missoula county 
librarian, left for coast cities to visit 
relatives and friends while on her 
vacation.
HORSE SHOE PITCHERS FIND 
PLACE ON MONTANA CAMPUS
“Barnyard Golf’ has found its place 
among the campus sports. In the 
evenings when tennis games are in 
play the ring of horseshoes as they 
“clink” near the pegs may be heard. 
The horseshoe fans have found an 
ideal spot for their game under the 
trees a t the north side of the women’s 
gymnasium. Tljose who play the game 
are enthusiastic over the sport and 
would like to organize some teams.
Richard S. Underwood Is Taken In to  
New National Group-
initiation of Richard S. Underwood, a 
former student a t the University.
Probably more than any other per­
son Mr. Underwood was responsible 
for the formation of the local Sigma 
Alpha on the University campus which 
is now a chapter of Sigma Alpha Ep­
silon.
While in the University, Mr. Un­
derwood was a student assistant in the 
English department. Following the 
completion of his University work, he 
accepted a position as professor of 
English a t Boone college. Central 
China University, Wuchang, where he 
remained for three years until the 
Nationalists established their capital 
at Wuchang and drove the foreigners 
ay. Since that time Mr. Under­
od has been teaching a t the Unlver- 
y of Pittsburgh, where he recently 
reived his M. A. degree In Eng­
lish.
Mr. Underwood has accepted a posi­
tion a t Erie Junior college for the 
coming school year. Erie Junior col­
lege is one of the extension branches 
of the University of Pittsburgh. Mr. 
Underwood is spending his summer's 
vacation with his parents a t Astoria, 
Oregon.
Mrs. William Allen, formerly Dor­
othy Dixon, of Seattle, will arrive in 
Missoula next week to visit her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Dixon.
Expert Shoe Repairing
We Stand for Quality Work and 
Service
Leading Shoe Shop
514 8. Higgins
The State University of Montana
1928 SUMMER SESSION
THIRD TERM
Opens for Three Weeks Beginning July 30
COURSES OFFERED IN:
Biology
Botany
Business Administration
Economics and Sociology
Education
English
Mathematics
Music
Pharmacy
Fine Arts
Foreign Languages 
History and Political Science 
Home Economics 
Journalism 
Library Economy 
Physical Education 
Psychology 
Religion
RECREATIONAL WEEK-END EXCURSIONS
Into the Canyon of the Big Blackfoot including an Inspection of the Large Lumber Mill 
of the Anaconda Company at Bonner.
T o  the National Bison Range near the Mission of St. Ignatius where Herds of Bison, Elk, 
Antelope, Deer and M ountain Sheep are kept.
Over Mt. Stuart into the Rattlesnake Lake Basin where there are Tw enty Lakes in addi­
tion to Streams, Little Glaciers and Great Moraines.
COM PETENT RESIDENT AND VISITING FACULTY 
SPECIAL LECTURERS 
A FULL EXTRA-CURRICULAR PROGRAM 
COURSES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST T O —
Teachers Principals
Superintendents Parents
School Supervisors 
Other Professional People
TH IR D  TERM
Opens for Three Weeks Beginning Ju ly  30 
W IT H  COURSES OFFERED IN—
Biology Home Economics
Botany Journalism
Business Administration Library Economy
Economics and Sociology Mathematics
Education Pharmacy
English Physical Education
Foreign Languages Psychology
History and Political Science
RECREATIONAL WEEK-END EXCURSIONS
Into the Bitter Root Mountains to Lo Lo Pass and Lo Lo Hot Springs, from which one 
may look into the Idaho Clearwater Region.
Into the Heart of the Mission Range for two days and a night in “ T he Canyon of a 
Thousand Cataracts” where the W ater Falls from every side.
SESSION ENDS AUGUST 17
For Information about the Third Term and Courses of Study Write
TH E DIRECTOR OF TH E SUMMER SESSl
ST A T E  U NIV ERSITY  
MISSOULA . -  -  M ONTANA
